
OrigamX starts as a proprietary flat, flexible circuit card and is folded into 
a new form factor to create the most advanced LED light engine available 
today.  Integrated with a variety of specifiable housings, this technology 
was developed to satisfy the aesthetics of creative Architects and the  

needs of the most critical technical Lighting Designers.

The name OrigamX is a combination of Origami, the art of folding flat objects into 
alternate forms and structures, and “X” to highlight the technology. 

www.origamx.com
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HOW IT WORKS

Fixture Components
Aesthetics and LED/Optic are Specified by Designer

1. Nose Cone (Specifiable)
2. Optic Retaining Spring
3. TIR Optic with Optional Zoom Lens (Specifiable)
4. LED Board (Specifiable)
5. Light Engine
6. Center Housing (Specifiable)
7. End Cap w/NPT Thread (Specifiable)

The Light Engine 
The Core of the OrigamX System

 Starts as a proprietary flat circuit design
 Folds into a light engine
 Engine combined with LED board
 Incorporated into different housing designs and mounting options  
 to match specific aesthetic and installation requirements
 Contains complete 4 channel smart LED driver with theatrical
          DMX/RDM dimming

18 Months of R&D. Developed from 
the ground up in Haverhill, MA.



Satisfied LDs and Architects 
Modular design allows Lighting Designers, End Users and 
Architects/Interior Designers to collaborate on housing, mounting and 
lighting specs using an online application…not complicated data sheets 
and long SKUs.

High Output. Tiny package.
Ultra-compact, modular form factor uses Black Tank’s patented heat sink 
to provide a superior 20 watts and extended LED lifetime in a compact 2” 
diameter fixture.

Quality of Light 
Proprietary binning, integral color calibration, the highest quality optics 
and cutting edge solid-state zoom option provides LDs with a 
next-generation tool for a variety of applications.

Advanced Control Options
Patented Hybrid Driver Circuitry provides unique control features - 
including Ludicrous Mode, master dimmer control, up to 16khz PWM, 
adjustable total wattage (for LEEDs compliance) and incredibly smooth, 
theatrical grade dimming to 0%.

DMX and 100% Compliant RDM
Black Tank’s theatrical grade dimming technology has been used on 
Broadway and in critical dynamic environments around the world.

Ludicrous Mode
Increases brightness (up to 4x) of any color or CCT without sacrificing 
LED lifetime and enables tunable white light fixtures to operate at full 
power output at any CCT setting – eliminating the need to select a 
specific fixed color temperature in manufacturing.

18 Months of R&D. Developed from 
the ground up in Haverhill, MA.



Configure Using Online Software
No Part Numbers or Data Sheets

End Users, Architects and LDs can
collaborate on design, lighting specs and 

installation requirements.

Red, Green, Blue and White

Red, Green, Blue and Amber

Warm White/Cool White*

*Ludicrous Mode enables any color 
temperature from 2700K to 6500K at full 
Wattage eliminating the need to specify a 
fixed color temperature

LED Color Options Housing Examples Mounting Examples



DMX Controller

AC In

24 VDC
Auxiliary Output

Up to 12 OrigamX Fixtures on one Hub using Cat5e cable
Max Cable Run is 240’/73m

*Junction Box Optional

ORIGAMX HUB
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SIMPLE INSTALLATION
1. Standard, low cost CAT5 cable can be pulled by contractors between the Hub and 
the fixture location. Note: Fixtures may be installed up to  240’ (73 meters) from Hub. 

2. Strain Relief

3. OrigamX Housing Components

4. RJ45 Terminated by contractor or end user – plugged into light engine.  Pendant 
fixtures can hang from CAT5 (using provided strain reliefs)

The Hub provides power and data distribution for up 
to 12 OrigamX fixtures

Uses low cost, standard CAT5 cable between the Hub 
and the fixture location

The Hub is an RDM switch and can be configured to 
be “visible” or “invisible” on the RDM network to 
enable plug and play operation

90-240VAC 50/60 Hz Input Power for use globally


